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Mould base
manufacturer

 Standard Mould base are generally used

in prototype molding and short-runs. ...

Our production process is concentrated on

providing high quality mould bases  for

plastic.

We also provide different range

of mould base for die casting dies

as per the application and

specifications of our clients.

 



Mould base
manufacturers
Standard Mould base - We are one of the

well known manufacturer & supplier of

Standard Mould Base. Standard  Mould

base are generally used in  prototype     

 molding and short-runs.

These molds offer the flexibility to

perform more value-added work, with

significant reduction in the mold

base cost.                                                             
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Mould base
manufacturer in

faridabad
Om Tools & Components is ranked among

renowned manufactures and Suppliers based

in Faridabad, Haryana. Our company was

incorporated in the year 2005. Since then, Mr.

Ravi Mendiratta has helped us rise

meteorically and become a well reckoned name

in the industry.
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Mould base
manufacturer in delhi
craft is ranked among renowned manufactures

and Suppliers based in Faridabad, Haryana

India. Our company was incorporated in the

year 2005. we are l isted in the best mould base

manufacturers l ist.  We offer our services in

Delhi also. We use long life steel metal

compare to other mould base manufacturers.

You can find us on Google, search l ike as best

mould base manufacturer in delhi.
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OM TOOLS ARE BEST IN

MOULD BASE

MANUFACTURERS IN INDIA

Craft is ranked among renowned

manufactures and Suppliers based in

Faridabad, Haryana India. We diliver our

services in maximum cities in india( Delhi,

Himachal Pradesh, Utter Pradesh,

Rajasthan, Pune, karnal, chandigarh,

lukhnow, Mumbai, kanpur, Bhopal, Madhya

Pradesh and Gujrat). These Mould Bases are

extremely durable and long-lasting. Our

goods are in high demand in the industry, and

we offer them at the most competitive rates.

Om Tools is  best Die casting mould base

manufacturer and Pillar Die set manufacturer

in Faridabad India. In mould base

manufacturers list we are stable on top in

every state.

Mould base
manufacturer in

india
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Welcome to CraftCraft is ranked among renowned

manufactures and Suppliers based in Faridabad,

Haryana. Our company was incorporated in the year

2005. Since then,  has helped us rise meteorically

and become a well reckoned name in the industry.

Vision & Mission Being a client-centric organization,

we strive hard to manufacture the products as per

the demands and requirements of our clients. Our

organization is trusted for the quality of products, we

offer. Hence, we give utmost importance to quality

assurance of the range. Apart from quality, we also

provide customized solutions for the specific needs

and requirements of our clients. we have been able to

garner a huge client base across the Indian

subcontinent.

          About Us
Vision

Mission
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